PERFORMANCE OF THE
RETAIL ENERGY MARKET
Market overview

NEW SOUTH WALES 2015-16
Market offers

Retailers: 23 retailers marketing to
residential electricity customers, with
the biggest three – AGL, Origin Energy
and EnergyAustralia – supplying 89%
of customers. These three retailers
supply 96 per cent of the gas market.
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Electricity switching activity generally
remained flat while gas switching
decreased slightly over the year
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The number of gas customers who
were disconnected decreased by 15%
(from 7,555 in 2014/15). This represents
0.51% of total gas customers.
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For gas, the median market offer is about
6.2% cheaper than the standing offer.
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The benefits of comparing
offers on EME and switching

from median standing to lowest market offer at 30 June 2016
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The number of residential electricity
customers who were disconnected for
non-payment decreased by 6.0% (from
31,979 in 2014/15). This represents almost
1.0% of total electricity customers.
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For electricity, the median market offer is
about 6% cheaper than the standing offer.
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Resident of Wagga Wagga
area can save up to $574
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